14. Firmly holding down the preamp
assembly in opening, Insert the
under-saddle pickup cable into
the preamp’s 2.5mm jack as shown
in the illustration.
15. In the same fashion, insert the output
connector into the 5-pin molex
connector.  In the case of the Breeze
II, the mating connector has only
three pins.   Mate this connector to
the middle three pins of the output
connector. This will leave one open
pin on either side of the jack.

10. Route the wire toward the preamp
opening using the supplied cable
clips to secure the cable inside
the body.

11. Likewise route the pickup cable
toward the preamp opening.
12. Install a battery into the preamp
(see owner’s manual) and verify the
operation of the unit.

18. Finally,
referring
to
the
illustration above, align the
preamp mounting tabs to the pilot
holes and use the four wood screws
provided to attach the preamp.  
Insert the wood screws through the
preamp trim plate, mounting tabs,
and finally into the pilot holes.
Tighten until snug. The trim plate
will flex to adapt to the curve of
the guitar’s upper bout.
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13. Insert the Breeze through the preamp
opening into the guitar to allow
cable connections to be made.
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9. Install the output jack assembly to
the guitar using four of the wood
screws supplied and as show in the
illustration below.

16. If installing a Breeze IV system with
an auxiliary pickup, at this time
install the cable from this pickup
into the 3.5mm AUX jack, located
near the saddle pickup input.
17. Before attaching the trim plate and
preamp to the body of the guitar,  
Confirm operation of the preamp by
plugging the guitar into an amp
or PA and testing all functions.

Notes:

Installation Guide
CONNECT OUTPUT
JACK HERE

INSERT SADDLE
PICKUP JACK
HERE

MIC OR
CONTACT PICKUP
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Preamp Installation
Barcus Berry highly recommends that
you choose a reputable guitar service
technician or luthier in your area to
install your new Breeze preamp into
your guitar. The installation procedure
involves modifications to your guitar
that require specialized skills to assure
satisfactory results.   Bring this guide
to your technician since it describes
the proper steps for a successful
installation.
Two openings along with mounting screw  
pilot holes must be made on the guitar to
allow proper securement of the preamp
system to the guitar.  Refer to the figure
below. In addition, resizing of the saddle
slot may be required along with different
shim dimensions.

the tail block.   The Breeze IV requires
a rectangular cut out and mounting
holes while the Breeze II mounts with a
conventional end pin jack.

tail block and generally replaces
the strap knob often located in that
position.
3. Check component fit and
adjustments as necessary.

The procedure for installation is as
follows:

1. Before deciding on the final
locations for each of these preamp
components, check the construction
details of the guitar to assure
adequate clearances required for
preamp fit.

4. Next, if necessary, adjust the size of
the saddle slot to accommodate the
dimensions of piezo pickup supplied.
See figure below.

the Breeze II end pin jack simply
requires a 15/32” hole through the

5. Drill a 1/8” hole through the bass end
of the saddle slot and elongate to
5/16” to allow routing of the pickup
cable through the top.

2. Then, using the templates provided
below, mark the openings to be
made as well as the mounting pilot
holes as shown.   Please note that

6. Mount the pickup by routing the
cable though the hole in the top and
setting it in the slot.
7. The pickup should fit snugly, but
should be removable.  

The preamp body is mounted on the side
of the guitar’s upper bout. Though the
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The output jack assembly is mounted on
the lower bout, on the treble side near
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preamp’s escutcheon is capable of
adapting to the curves found on this part
of the guitar, make sure that the upper
bout’s arc radius is greater than 4-3/4”
(120mm) to insure a nice finish.
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OUTPUT

make
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1/8"
PICKUP CABLE HOLE

5/16"

SHIM FOR PROPER
SETUP

8. Adjust the saddle slot if necessary
to attain a good fit and install
shims, if necessary, to bring the
saddle height to specification.
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